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The Lloyd G. Balfour African President-in-Residence Program 
Annual Report 
2003 
I. Introduction 
The Lloyd G. Balfour African President-in-Residence Program was launched on February 4, 
2002, with a $1 million gnu t from Fleet National Bank, trustee of The Lloyd G. Balfour 
Foundation. On September 20, 2002, His Excellency Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda, the first 
President of the Republic of Zambia, was inaugurated as the first Balfour African President-
in-Residence. 
Over the course of his Residenry President Kaunda traveled to a total of 30 cities and 
23 colleges and universities. He met with various student, academic, political, religious, and 
community leaders throughout the country, discussing with them political and economic 
trends on the continent, the relationship between the United States and Africa, and the 
HIV/ AIDS crisis. President Kaunda's travels included a partnership with former U.S. 
President Jimmy Carter to build Habitat for Humanity homesteads, attending the White 
House signing of a historic AIDS bill, and playing an instrnmental role in bringing former 
African heads of state to Boston to participate in APARC's African Presidential Rozmdtable 
2003. 
Dr. Kaunda's fifteen month Residenry as the first Balfoi1rAfrican President-in-Residence 
has been a success by any measure. President Kaunda has been a tremendous resource for 
Boston University, the greater Boston community, and the nation at large. He has served as 
a bridge between the continent of Africa and America. Dr. Kaunda's Residenry has helped 
further American understanding of Africa as well as African understanding of the United 
States. It has also enabled him to better comprehend United States perspective and policy 
relative to Africa. 
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As envisioned at APARC's inception, the Balfour African President-in-Residence 
Program is the httb arotmd which all of ottr other programs revolve. Our abili!J to develop other programs 
and attract resottrces is directfy related to the statttre and reach that the Balfour African President-in-
Residence Program has attained. Our success with Balfour has resulted in our abzfi!J to attract 
complementary initiatives that give added valtte and cttrrenry to the Balfour Program. For example, with 
both the African Presidential Roimdtable and the AP ARC Histoticalfy Black Colleges and Universities 
Collaborative, the Balfour African President-in-Residence Program serves as a fynchpin. Thtts, 
the twin effect relative to Balfour is that it is the impet11sfor these new programs and, given the reach of these 
new programJ~ the Balfour brand is fi1rther bttmished. 
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II. Overview 
As noted in the 2002 Balfour Report, President Kaunda embarked on a highly active 
Residenry immediately after his arrival in September 2002. His schedule for 2003 was equally 
ambitious. After spending time in Zambia during the Christmas and New Year holidays, 
President Kaunda returned to the United States ready to embark upon a dense schedule 
comprised of college and university lectures, policy discussions, and community activities. 
Upon his return to the U.S., President Kaunda embarked on a three-week tour of the 
Southern California State University System. He began at the University of California in Los 
Angeles where he addressed students, faculty, and members of the Los Angeles community 
on the positive impact of strengthening ~es between the United States and Africa. Also 
while in the Los Angeles area, President Kaunda was honored at the West Angeles Church 
· of God in South Central Los Angeles. ("West A", as it is commonly referenced, is the 
church of many African American celebrities.) Following Los Angeles, the president 
participated in a three-day lecture series at the University of California in San Diego. There, 
he reflected on the role of frontline states in the liberation of Southern Africa, 
democratization in Africa, and the challenges that HIV/ AIDS continue to bring to the 
continent. Februa1y ended with President Kaunda being honored at a reception hosted by 
the Green Lining Institute at the Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco. President Kaunda was 
the keynote speaker at the reception, and spoke about similarities between strategies to 
empower disadvantaged groups in places like San Francisco and strategies to fashion multi-
ethnic economic and leadership development models in developing countries like those in 
Africa. 
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In March, President Kaunda spent time in Columbia, South Carolina, addressed 
international organizations in Johannesburg, South Africa, and spoke at the United Nations 
headquarters in New York City, New York. 
In South Carolina, Dr. Kaunda met with state representatives and shared his views 
on South Carolina's trade relations and investment opportunities in Africa. While in the 
state, Dr. Kaunda lectured at Benedict College (a historically black university) and the 
University of South Carolina's Moore School of Business on democratization in Africa. The 
four-day trip to South Carolina concluded with a breakfast meeting with state officials and a 
tour of their State House. 
Later that month, Dr. Kaunda traveled to the Eskom Conference Center in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, to deliver an address to the South African Conference of 
Churches and distinguished heads of delegation of the World Council of Churches. He 
spoke about the Balfour President-in-Residence Program and the importance of working with . 
other nations to further economic development in Africa. 
President Kaunda returned from South Africa to spend the last week of March in 
New York at the monthly meeting of the World Federation of the United Nations and the 
Non-Governmental Africa Committee. Addressing another body of international 
coordinators, Dr. Kaunda reflected on the role of all heads of state in implementing the 
Millennium Development Goals, emphasizing the responsibility of leaders to be committed 
to development efforts, and encouraging the international community's commitment to 
promote human development and global partnerships. 
The month of April was equally active for the President-in-Residence. It was filled with 
several college and university lectures, community activities and APARC's African Presidential 
Round/able 2003. 
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During the first week of April, President K.aunda spent a day at Princeton University 
in New Jersey. He attended a breakfast meeting with faculty and staff of the university and 
in the afternoon delivered an address to students on maintaining international peace and 
security. 
On April 3 and 4, 2003, President Kaunda was the distinguished guest at a fornm 
discussing the impact of genetically modified foods on Africa. This two-day dialogue, 
hosted by Boston University's African Studies Center, brought distinguished scientists and 
scholars together to share their findings on the benefits and costs of this new technology. 
As a participant in this affair, Dr. Kaunda was able to increase his knowledge of the effects 
of genetically modified foods, thus enabling him to disseminate accurate information to 
African agriculturalists. April also included President Kaunda's attendance at the 
Conference of World Affairs at the University of Colorado in Boulder. President Kaunda 
was one among a number of presenters from a myriad of backgrounds. These included: Dr. 
Hunter (Patch) Adams, founder and director of the Gesundheit! Institute; Sylvian Bayahma, 
legal advisor, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Brazzaville, Congo; Daniel Ellsberg, former 
U.S. Marine Company Commander and author of the Pentagon Papers; and Roger Ebert, 
Chicago Sim Times Pulitzer Prize winning film critic. President Kaunda participated in panels 
on catastrophe triage, development strategies in Africa, democratization of Southern Africa, 
current conflicts caused by colonialism, HIV/ AIDS, and the political challenges facing 
African leadership. After the conference on World Affairs, President Kaunda spoke at three 
other universities during April: Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts; South Western 
Oklahoma State University in Weatherford, Oklahoma; and Yale University in New Haven, 
Connecticut. 
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At a reception sponsored by the Tufts (University) Africa Forum, President Kaunda 
gave formal remarks that emphasized community and tolerance in both diplomatic and 
political relationships. He made a point of noting the relationship between poverty and 
violence, stressing that "development cannot go forward without peace, and peace cannot be 
sustained without development." The president opened the floor for questions, and after 
the presentation spent some time engaging the audience members individually, shaking 
hands and posing for photographs. 
At South Western Oklahoma State University, President Kaunda made a 
presentation on the HIV/ AIDS pandemic in Africa to students, faculty, and the 
Weatherford community. He spoke openly about the challenges of the HIV/ AIDS crisis, 
emphasizing that it is not only an African problem, but a human problem. He advised the 
youth to make responsible decisions and stressed the importance of working together to 
overcome the challenges posed by the vims. 
After his lectures at South Western Oklahoma State, President Kaunda spoke at Yale 
University's seminar on culture and creed, truth and consequences. He was honored as the 
2003 Yale Stimson Fellow for his leadership in sharing ideas on the complex issues that 
confront humanity, and allowing for the diffusion of these ideas among people with 
differing viewpoints. Using examples such as the slave trade, segregation, and present day 
conflicts in Liberia and the Middle East, President Kaunda's lecture emphasized the rewards 
of confronting truth despite its seemingly difficult consequences. 
During the last week in April, President Kaunda convened the first African Presidential 
Roundtable. The two-day summit at Boston University was led by six former African heads of 
state. In addition to President Kaunda, those present included: Sir Ketumile Masire of 
Botswana, Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, Flight Lieutenant Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, 
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Nicephore Soglo of Benin, and Dr. Navinchandra Ramgoolam of Mauritius. The focus of 
the Rottndtab!e was attracting and increasing capital flows to Africa. Also in attendance were 
American business and political leaders such as: Walter Kansteiner, Assistant Secretary of 
State for African Affairs; Andrew Natsios, Administrator, United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID); and James Harmon, Chairman of the Corporate 
Council/World Bank Commission on Financing Capital Flows to Africa. This summit 
provided an opportunity for African leaders and public and private sector American leaders 
to have substantive discussions on policy issues effecting Africa and the bilateral relations 
between the U.S. and African nation states. 
The discussion regarding the relationship between Africa and the United States 
continued in May when Dr. Kaunda spoke at four universities and was invited to observe 
the signing of H.R. 1298 (the United States Leadership against HIV/ AIDS, Tuberculosis, 
and Malaria Act of 2003). 
On May 2, 2003, President Kaunda visited the University of Illinois at Urbana. He 
addressed the university community on the role of front line African states in the liberation 
of Southern Africa. Dr. Kaunda detailed the significant role Zambia played in the 
independence movements of its neighbors. The president explained that early in his 
presidency, he and the first President of Tanzania Julius Nyerere, held regular meetings 
during which they shared views on regional peace and security issues, and the liberation wars 
in Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa. Their meetings set the 
framework for the foundation of the frontline states. Lectures such as this, underscore the 
unique value of the Ba!foi1r African President-in Residence Program. As a result of the Program this 
community had a rare opportunity to gain insight into the independence struggles in 
Southern Africa through the eyes of an architect of that change. 
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The following week, President Kaunda was at Cornell University in Ithaca, New 
York. He detailed the complexity of the problems facing many African nations, including: 
the effects of colonialism, the HIV/ AIDS pandemic, and the divisions along race, religion, 
and ancestral lines. He countered his analysis with the assessment that despite such 
challenges, Africa is making progress in implementing democracy, economic reforms, and 
global alliances. 
On May 10, 2003, the president addressed members of the Alliance for African Co-
operation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Kaunda was joined at this 
conference by leading African scholar, Ali Mazuri, human rights legal scholar, Obi Okafor, 
and former Prime Minister of Canada, Kim Campbell. Focal points of the conference were: 
globalization, debt and aid, the African Union, armed conflict in Africa, and women and 
development. 
At the end of May, President George Bush invited President Kaunda to witness the 
signing of the HIV/ AIDS Act. H.R. 1298 -the U.S. Leadership against HIV/ AIDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria Act of 2003- promises $15 billion over the next five years to fight 
AIDS internationally. During the signing of the bill, President Bush graciously recognized 
President Kaunda's leadership in fighting HIV/ AIDS, and in particular his work with 
HIV/ AIDS 01phans through his foundation, The Kenneth Kaunda Children of Africa Foundation. 
The month of June was also filled with several activities, primarily in Washington 
D.C and Georgia. 
The month began with Dr. Kaunda attending a congressional luncheon in 
Washington D .C, hosted by the Home Box Office Inc. (HBO) and the World Action 
Campaign to Stop AIDS. The luncheon was organized to preview and discuss the HBO 
documentary Pandemic Facing AIDS, directed by Rory Kennedy. In addition to President 
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Kaunda, the discussants included, among others: Naisiadet Mason, Vice President of the 
Society of Women Against AIDS in Africa; Brnce Wilkinson, Vice President of World 
Vision; Mai-ion Wright Edehnan, President of the Children's Defense Fund; and Sandy 
Thurman, President and CEO of the International AIDS Trnst. 
Later that month, Dr. Kaunda volunteered at the Habitat for Humanity Jimmy 
Carter Work Project in Valdosta, Georgia. In Valdosta, the president joined other 
volunteers working on the future home of an indigent Valdosta family. In conjunction with 
this Habitat for Humanity initiative, former President JimmyCarter and Habitat committed 
to coordinate the first Kenneth Kaunda Work Project in October 2003 to build houses in 
Lusaka, Zambia. 
The president had an abbreviated schedule during the summer recess, and spent time 
in Norway, South Africa, and Zambia. 
Upon his return to the United States on September 24, 2003, President Kaunda 
joined the members of the Africa Society of the National Summit on Africa for the Andrew 
Young Lecture Series. There he addressed a diverse group of individuals comp11.sed of 
policymakers, non-governmental leaders, co1porate executives, and members of the 
diplomatic core. 
In October, Dr. Kaunda spoke to members of the Trotter Group at their annual 
meeting, in Nashville, Tennessee. The Trotter Group is a professional association of 
African American columnists that write for some of the most prominent media outlets in 
America. In his dialogue with this group, President Kaunda described his travels as the 
Ba!four African President-in-Residence and the people he encountered during his travels who 
were eager to learn more about Africa's development. Another key point he addressed was 
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the need to debunk the depiction of Africa in stereotypical terms, which became the subject 
of a number of columns post-conference (see: appendix B). 
At the end of October, the President addressed the African Studies Association 
(ASA) at their annual meeting at Boston University. The ASA is an academic organization 
with more than 3,000 members internationally. This event also marked the fiftieth 
anniversai-y of the African studies program at Boston University. 
As President Kaunda's tenure drew nearer to a close, AP ARC organized a farewell 
reception in his honor on November 12, 2003. Presentations to President Kaunda were 
made by: Dr. Dennis Berkey, Provost of Boston University; Mr. Leon Wilson, Managing 
Director of the Charitable Asset Division/Columbia Management Group at Fleet Bank; Dr. 
James Pritchett, Associate Director of the African Studies Center; and Mwaka Tagwirayesu, 
President of the Zambian Association of Massachusetts; and Ambassador Charles Stith. 
A1so in attendance were: The Honorable Tony Kandiero, Ambassador of Malawi to the U.S; 
The Honorable Inonge Mbusikita-Lewanika, Ambassador of Zambia to the U.S; The 
Honorable Yusuf A. Nzibo, Ambassador of Kenya to the U.S; The Honorable Armando A. 
Panguene, Ambassador of Mozambique to the U.S; and Thomas Amolo, Deputy Chief of 
Staff from the Embassy of Kenya. There were over 200 people at the reception, many of 
whom had interacted with the president during his Residenry and came to wish him farewell. 
Dr. Kaunda's final activity as the Balfour African President-in-Residence was a four-day 
Residenry at Morehouse College as part of the AP ARC - Morehouse College Collaborative. His 
Residenry inaugurated a one-year partnership between the Leadership Center at Morehouse 
College and AP ARC which allows students from Morehouse College .full access to AP ARC 
programs. 
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The Morehouse College community was fully engaged during President Kaunda's 
"mini-Residency". President Kaunda's agenda encompassed events from a breakfast hosted 
by the college's president, Dr. Walter Massey, to his posing for a portrait to be hung on the 
Morehouse College Wall of Fame. 
One of the highlights of the Residenry was President Kaunda's address, A Message to 
iV!J People: Africans in the Diaspora and the Renewal of Africa. This lecture, given on November 
19, 2003, was delivered in the historic Sale Hall Chapel of Morehouse College. The 
substance of the lecture served as a basis for classroom discussions during subsequent days 
of his stay on campus. 
While in Atlanta, President Kaunda also lectured at the Carter Center on tl1e future 
of Africa. The audience was a mi."'{ of African nationals, former mission workers, Africanists, 
and constituents of the Carter Center. The address inspired a broad range of responses, from 
passionate testimonies about President Kaunda's significance in the histo1y of modern 
Africa, to outpourings of frustration by African nationals regarding the slow rate of progress 
in some African countries. The lecture also se1-ved to strengthen ties between Morehouse 
College's Leadership Center and the Carter Center. 
In addition to the lectures, President Kaunda also met with Morehouse College 
faculty and staff in less formal settings. These meetings included informal group 
conversations with students about the characteristics and importance of honest leadership in 
Africa's development. One such meeting was with students of the Ethical and Emerging 
Leaders Program of the Leadership Center, and another was with African students attending 
Morehouse and Spelman Colleges. President Kaunda spoke with them about the necessity 
to develop an awareness of the world and to become involved in development efforts on the 
continent. He shared some of his experiences and provided his audience with essential 
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insights about leadership. As he had done in all of his prior addresses throughout the U.S., 
President Kaunda provided those present with a unique, first person account of Africa's 
histoiy in relation to current developments. 
In the 30 cities to which President Kaunda traveled during his Residenry, all those he 
encountered were grateful for the opportunity to participate in conversations about Africa 
with someone so intimately involved in Africa's evolution over the past half century. The 
Balfour African President-in-Residence Program enabled Dr. Kaunda to engage a range of religious, 
political, academic, student, and community leaders who would not usually be involved in 
such discussions. The conversations President Kaunda sparked and the relationships he 
cultivated will continue to lead to a greater mutual understanding between citizens of the 
United States and Africa. The full impact and potential of the Balfour African President-in-
Residence Program has been no more eloquently framed than by President Kaunda, himself: 
"My Residenry has offered me a unique vantage point from 
which to reflect on the past, present, and future direction of 
our continent. It has also provided an opportunity to gain 
greater insights into the experience of our American brothers 
and sisters, their attitudes, their relationship with Africa, and 
their potential role in helping African nations to take their 
rightful place among the world community of nations". 
-President Kenneth D. Kaunda 
The Eskom Conference Center 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
March 23, 2003 
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III. News Coverage 
Media coverage of the Balfour African President-in-Residence Program has been significant. 
More than thirty news articles have appeared in international and national publications. In 
addition to print stories, there have been numerous interviews in the electronic media. The 
APARC Website (w'.vw.bu.edu/aparc) is also an important and dynamic means for the most 
up-to-date news on AP ARC activities. 
News coverage of AP ARC in this reporting period is listed in two categories: (i) 
general coverage about AP ARC programs, including the African Leaders State of Afiica Report 
and the African Presidential Roimdtable 2003; and (ii) coverage specific to the activities of Dr. 
Kenneth Kaunda as the first Balfour African President-in-Residence. Copies of the articles are 
included in the appendix. 
There have been fourteen articles about AP ARC, the African Leaders State of Africa 
Repo1t, and the African Presidential Roimdtable 2003: 
> "Making it easier to say goodbye: Boston program offers rulers attractive 
alternatives to staying in power" ABC News.com, Februaiy 11, 2003 
> "APARC releases first State of Africa", The Dai!J Free Press, February 18, 2003 
> "APARC's State of Africa report details African growth, political reforms" The 
BU Bridge, February 28, 2003 
> "Root out seeds of terrorism in Sub-Saharan countries" USA Todqy, April 15, 
2003 
> "Experts: Africa 'open for business'" United Press International, April 23, 2003 
> "Former African Heads of State Urge Greater Support for Economic Reform" 
Associated Press, April 23, 2003 
> "Former African Lea.ders Convene at BU" The Dai!J Free Press, April 23, 2003 
> "African ex-leaders seek more U.S funding" Boston Herald, April 24, 2003 
> "Africa ready for trade, former leaders say" The Dai!J Free Press, April 24, 2003 
> "Black-tie gala closes summit" The Dai!J Free Press, April 24, 2003 
> "African statesmen visit BU for economic development summit" The BU Bridge, 
April 25, 2003 
> "Leaders from Africa mean business at BU" The Boston Suizdqy Globe, April 27, 
2003 
> "Former African rulers pitch economic reform" The Bqy State Banner, May 1, 2003 
> "Planning for a better Africa" Jet Magazine, May 12, 2003 
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There have been eighteen articles about the activities of President Kaunda as the 
Ba!fo11r African President-in-Residence: 
> "Now nearly 80, freedom fighter continues work" Boston Herald, March 2, 2003 
> "African liberation leader asks Bush to wage war on AIDS not Iraq" The San 
Diego Union-Tribitne, March 8, 2003 
> "Former Zambian President urges more action on AIDS" The Dai!J Princetonian, 
March 27, 2003 
> 'CV eteran African politician condemns Iraqi war" Xinh11a News Agenry, April 1, 
2003 
> "First President of Zambia offers Luce Seminar" Friedman N11trition News, April 
21,2003 
> "Former President of Zambia visits Cornell" Cornell Dai!J S11n, May 2, 2003 
> "President Signs HIV/ AIDS Act" The White Ho11se, May 2003 
> "Former President of Zambia raises funds to help children with AIDS in Africa" 
Jet Magazine, June 2, 2003 
> "Zambia's first President aids project" The Valdosta Dai!J Times, June 10, 2003 
> "Africans fed up with the big man: Long-term tyrants keep grip on power, 
smothering nations" Chicago T1ib1me, June 22, 2003 
> "Kenneth Kaunda says responsible leaders are key to African prosperity" 
Washington File, September 26, 2003 
> "BU to host African Studies Conference" Allston Brighton Tab, October 10, 2003 
> "We need to look beyond African Stereotypes" Newsdqy, October 23, 2003 
> "Winds of change are sweeping across ... Africa" USA Todqy, October 27, 2003 
> "Kaunda's stay honored" The Dai!J Free Press, November 13, 2003 
> "KK's Boston University programme ends in style" Thinking Tank.or;g, November 
17,2003 
> "President Kenneth Kaunda speaks to Black journalists" Final CalLcom News, 
November 18, 2003 
> "Zambia President: Blacks shouldn't demonize Mugabe" The Sacramento Observer, 
November 24, 2003 
In addition to the news articles listed above, during the past fifteen months AP ARC 
Director, Ambassador Charles Stith has been interviewed by National Public Radio (NPR) 
and the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) about the Ba!fo11r Program, and President 
Kaunda's appointment as the first Ba!fo11r African President-in-Residence. Since his appointment, 
NPR, the BBC, the Cable News Network (CNN), and Voice of Amer~ca (yOA) have also 
interviewed President Kaunda. 
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IV. Conclusion 
The chronology detailed in this report as well as the news articles reflect the impact 
of the Balfo11rAfrican President-in-Residence Program. President Kaunda's successful tenure as 
the first Resident is a validation of the goals of the Balfour African President-in-Residence Program 
as intended by AP ARC and as presented to the Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation and its trustee, 
Fleet National Bank. 
To ensure that the Balfour Program realizes its full potential, AP ARC continues to 
cultivate its programmatic portfolio to complement the Residenry with such programs as the 
AP ARC - Morehouse College Co//aborative, the second African Leaders State of Afiica Repott and 
the African Presidential Roimdtable 2004. In the planning stage is a possible collaboration with 
the Urban League of Eastern Massachusetts to participate in its After School Program 
during Black History Month (February). Utilizing the Ba!foi1rAfiican President-in-Residence, the 
project aims to inspire students to greater academic achievement and expansion of their 
leadership skills, while broadening their world-view. 
As envisioned at APARC's inception, the Balfour African President-in-Residence 
Program is the hub around which a// of our other programs revolve. Oitr abiliry to develop other programs 
and attract reso11rces is direct!J related to the stature and reach that the Balfour African President-in-
Residence Program has attained. Our success with Balfour has rmt/ted in ottr ability to attract 
complementary initiatives that give added value and citrrenry to the Balfour Program. For example, with 
both the African Presidential Roimdtable and the AP ARC Historical/y Black Colleges and Universities 
Co//aborative, the Balfour African President-in-Residence Program serves as a /ynchpin. Thus, 
the twin effect relative to Balfo11r is that it is the impetHs for these new programs and, given the reach of these 
new programs, the Balfo11r brand is fittther b11r11ished. 
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Boston University continues to be grateful to the Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation and 
its trustee, Fleet National Bank, for its generous grant and related support. We look forward 
to continuing to apprise you of the important work of the President-in-Residence, engaging Fleet 
National Bank in our special events, involving the bank in APARC programming, and 
remaining the bank's steadfast partner in all matters pertaining to the Ba!faur African President-
in-Residence Program. 
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Making It Easier 
to Say Goodbye 
...... ~ . ... ..... .... . .. . ... ... . . ... 
Boston Program Offers Rulers Attractive Alternatives to Staying in Power 
By Andrew Chang 
0NEWS 
Feb. 11 
....... .... .. . . .... ... .. ... . ............ 
That's a sentiment Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein can surely identify with these days, after the White House spent months 
calling for regime change in Baghdad - and as thousands of troops stream into the Persian Gulf for a potential war. 
Last month, Secretary of State Colin Powell even said he was open to the prospect of Saddam's departure. "If he were to 
leave the country and take some of his family members with him ... we would, I'm sure, try to help find a place for them to 
go," Powell said on Jan. 30. 
It's not likely that Saddam will take the secretary of state up on his offer, but one American university might give the Iraqi 
leader some ideas - a program designed to persuade iron-fisted rulers to loosen their grip without bloodshed. 
Boston University has initiated a fellowship to allow former heads-of-state from Africa - a continent that has generally had a 
rocky relationship with democracy - to spend up to two years at the institution, traveling around the United States and 
hosting public policy forums and discussions. 
To sweeten the deal, the appointment also comes with an apartment in a posh part of Boston, plenty of security, and a 
generous stipend. An airline has even provided the program with a grant for domestic travel. 
"It does provide an opportunity for them to step back and not only look at things within their own country and continent and do 
it reflectively," said Charles R. Stith, the program's founder and director of Boston University's African Presidential Archives 
and Research Center. 
Stith, who served as ambassador to Tanzania during the Clinton administration, said he thinks one of the reasons why 
American presidents and other leaders have handled their loss of office so well is that they know they will still have things to 
do, and be honored and respected in civilian life. 
They can go on to accomplish other things; sometimes even greater than when they were in office, he said. "Take for 
instance [former President Jimmy] Carter," Stith said. "Some would say he's at least as good a former president, as he was a 
president - some would say better." 
Relative Measures 
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In fact, Africa scholars have described the first fellow for the Lloyd G. Balfour African Presidents in Residence program, who 
began his term in September, as the "Jimmy Carter" of Africa. 
Kenneth Kaunda was not always that well-respected - but it is the change he undertook that gives the program hope for 
becoming, as a statement on its Web site says, "an incentive for positive political change." 
Kaunda led Zambia to independence in 1964, but then ruled as an autocrat for 27 years - making his political party the sole 
legal party, and himself the only presidential candidate. 
Kaunda's rule was hopeful at first, but eventually it suffered from corruption and financial mismanagement, and by the end of 
the 1970s, Zambia was one of the poorest countries in the world. 
The country's fortunes only reversed in 1991, when Kaunda allowed the country to hold its first multi-party elections. Kaunda 
lost, and left office peacefully, gaining the respect of many political observers. He has also been praised for being one of the 
few African leaders who have not enriched themselves at the expense of their country. · 
Kaunda went on to head the opposition political party for several years, but never regained office. He announced his 
retirement from politics near the end of the century, and has since spent his time working on AIDS issues. 
Stith is now searching for the next fellow, and he said he's had indications of interest from a number of former African 
leaders. The offer comes at a time when African former heads-of-state have had a hard time keeping themselves out of 
trouble. 
In May 2001 , the former president of the Central African Republic, Andre Kolingba, attempted a coup. Last August, police 
searched the house of Kaunda's successor, Frederick Chiluba, as part of a drug investigation. And the following month, the 
former president of the Ivory Coast, Gen. Robert Guei, was killed in another coup attempt. 
Stith recognizes it will be very difficult to find the perfect candidate. Leaders all over the world, Africa included, have their 
skeletons. "We're not developing a program for the canonization of saints. None of them are perfect in intent or in fact," he 
said. 
There are solid criteria potential candidates must meet, though. "They have got to be democratically elected or made 
significant efforts to move the country along those lines," he said. 
Nomination of the wrong ruler could prove to be an international embarrassment for Washington, but Stith said he keeps 
contact with members of the State Department, and has received enthusiastic support from Democrats and Republicans. 
"It's not a beauty contest," Stith said. "It really is something we try to be deliberative about." 
Something Else For You to Do 
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There are a number of candidates to follow in Kaunda's footsteps 
for Boston University's program for African ex-presidents, experts 
said. 
Democratically elected, Sir Ketumile Masire led Botswana for 18 
years, but stepped down in 1997. His country is widely 
considered "a model of African democracy." He was knighted in 
1991 . 
Ex-fighter pilot Jerry Rawlings took Ghana in a coup in 1979 and 
led a brutal government for 19 years. But by 2000, he embraced 
democracy and stepped down . 
Maj. Gen. Abdulsalam Abubakar took power in Nigeria 1998, 
and a year later restored the country to civilian rule - a 
remarkable move for a country that has been under military rule 
for three-quarters of its existence. 
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Yoweri Museveni took the leadership of Uganda by military force 
in 1986. However, he held elections in 1996, and won. He has 
been a darling of the West for his market-reforms, but there are 
fears he is becoming more hardline. 
Although the Balfour program is designed for African leaders, 
there are some other leaders that Washington certainly wishes 
would join the list. 
North Korea's Kim Jong-II has only been in power since 1990, 
but he continues the insular dictatorship of his father, who took 
power 50 years ago. 
Fidel Castro took power in Cuba in 1959, and has run the 
country as a one-party Communist state ever since. 
In the face of apparent U.S. military action, Iraq's Saddam 
Hussein has received offers to end his three decades in power 
with exile, from not only the United States, but reportedly from 
Europeans and even his Arab neighbors. 
Mutual Benefits 
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The fellowship offers a way out for former heads-of-state, but Philip Morgan, a former dean at the Monterey Institute for 
International studies, said he could also see how the fellowship might be a boon to the university and the academic 
community as well. 
"It gives the university and broader community with access to these leaders, who by virtue of their positions have a unique 
perspective on the political and economic dynamics in Africa," he said. 
The university will also have a chance "to get on record former heads of state on what they tried to do in office," Stith said. 
But the access is also a benefit for the fellows themselves. By leaving office, they will no longer be speaking to a limited 
audience of their countrymen - they'll have a chance to reach the ears of the best and brightest on the world stage. 
"Given the number of education institutions in the Boston area, they'll be exposed to all kinds of folks," Stith said. "Policy 
leaders, opinion leaders, business leaders." 
Stith was careful to point out the material perks - the apartment, the security, the stipend - were not intended as the 
primary motivators. Instead, those parts of the deal were "obvious," he said. 
Stith said he wanted fellows to be comfortable - but "certainly we can't provide an experience comparable to what they had 
as a president." 
"We wouldn't expect a former head-of-state to live in a dorm like a graduate student." 
I 
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Kaunda said he has been pleased with the program. "I'd definitely recommend this program to other African presidents," he 
told The New York Times. "It helps Americans understand Africa and the other way around." 
Not Without Criticism 
Experts said the Boston University program was not new - it only formalizes what has long been a relationship between the 
political and academic world. 
Morgan brought up Harvard as an example, which hosted the Philippines' Ninoy Aquino and Mexico's Carlos Salinas, after 
they lost their positions as head-of-state. "For many years it's done this, even used fellowships as a safe haven for elite 
political exiles," he sa id. 
When Nigeria's former leader, Gen. Yakubu Gowon, was overthrown in 1975, he found refuge at a British university and 
earned a doctorate. 
But the program still has its critics . Rudolf Gaudio, an anthropology professor at Purchase College in New York, said the 
program is a top-down method that doesn't change the patterns of patronage that often keep dictators going. 
"It's one person," Gaudio said. "It plays into the strongman or big man ideology." 
He also said such a program appeared "a bit patronizing ... African elites are seen as more corrupt and their countries more 
unstable in the West of democracy and free markets." 
Stith acknowledged Gaudio's concerns, but said Africa's problems can be approached from many directions. He added that it 
was within the mandate of Boston University, the fellowship's sponsor, simply to solicit the presence of these leaders. 
"Boston University is an educational institution. We're not an NGO [non-governmental organization, or aid agency]," he said. 
As for the program's applicability to the rest of the world - Stith said he hopes the program can serve as such inspiration. He 
says he's received inquires from all over the world. 
"Clearly as we've seen from all the signals from around the world, folks want diplomacy to work," he said. "We don't need 
more violence."• 
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APARC releases first "State of Africa'' 
Joshua Karlin-Resnick 
DFP Staff 
Despite continent-wide prob-
lems with disease and hWlger, 
there are bright spots in Africa 
and hope for the future, accord-
ing to the testimonials of 13 
African heads of state, released 
yesterday in the Boston Univer-
sity African Presidential 
Archives and Research Center's 
first-ever "State of Africa" 
report. 
The report, which includes 
accounts from the leaders of 
Beuin, BoLswana, Cape Verde, 
Ghana, Malawi, Mali, Mauri-
tius, Mozambique, Nigeria, 
AFRICA 
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Senegal, South Africa and Zam-
bia, focuses on the 13 countries' 
progress over the past several 
years toward democracy and 
free markets, and hopeful signs 
for the future, according to cen-
ter director Charles Stith. 
While Stith, a former U.S. 
ambassador to Tanzania, said 
the report is not a "sugar-coat-
ing" of Africa's problems, it does 
attempt to expose the conti-
nent's recent positives. Though 
AIDS continues to ravage many 
countries throughout the conti-
nent and the anti-democratic 
efforts of dictators like Zimbab-
we's Robert Mugabe have 
attracted significant attention 
in the American press, he said 
there are numerous countries 
that have made progress toward 
democracy and economic 
growth. 
"The challenges are fairly 
well known - we read about 
those on a fairly regular basis," 
Stith said. "The good news is 
that they're making some 
rather significant strides across 
the continent." 
In their statements, the 13 
African leaders highlight their 
coWltries' economic and political 
progress and diplomatic growth, 
both in the past and projected 
for the future. Senegalese presi- · 
dent Abdoulaye Wade draws 
------------~----·------··----------···-·-··- ·· - ---. -- ....... -· ··· · 
to be left behind if the United States 
does go to war. 
"We've got allies on the continent," 
Stith said. "This report is a reminder 
that we need to be conscious as a country 
that we don't allow allies to get caught in 
the crossfire of this war." 
Stith said this point in African histo-
ry will be important when scholars look 
back years from now to find out why 
countries developed the way they did. 
Because many of the continent's coun-
tries are just now democratizing and 
reforming economically, the years the 
report covers will reveal how they devel-
op, he said. · 
The "State of Africa" report was 
among the African Presidential Archives 
and Research Center's founding goals 
when it was created in Sept. 2001, and is 
expected to be an annual publication by 
the center, Stith said. He said it. reveals 
a lot, both about the willingness of the 
African heads of state to participate in 
the project and the center's ability to 
bring their testimonials together. 
"On the one hand, it':- a le,;t;imcnl to 
the interest leaclen:hip in Afrirn ha,; in 
telling their story," Stith ~aid . "The other 
thing is !.hat I think it abo reflects the 
credibility this center has afler 18 
months of operation." 
special attention to the coun-
try's organizational role in the 
continent's conference on terror-
ism in October, while many of 
the other leaders comment on 
recent positive economic sig-
nals. 
The 13 countries were cho-
sen because they are "on the 
cutting edge in terms of reform 
and performance," Stith said. 
"Just as the original 13 
colonies drove the development 
of the United States, these 13 
countries reflect the same sort 
of potential," he said. 
The report was created for 
both academic and political pur-
poses, Stith said. 
"From a pedagogical perspec-
tive, it adds to the fund of 
knowledge, both for scholars 
present and future," Stith said. 
"From a practical perspective, 
we are hopeful that policy malt-
ers, both in the public and pri-
vate sectors, will look at this 
document and the information 
contained in it would be a part 
of their deliberations as they 
start to thing about Africa in 
terms of policy formulation." 
Countries in the region have 
a significant interest in a war 
against Iraq and in fighting ter-
ror worldwide, but do not want 
AFRICA, see page 7 . 
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APARC's State of Africa report details 
African growth, political reforms 
By David J. Craig 
In the past three years, Abdoulaye 
Wade, Senegal's first democratically 
elected president, has installed 
tough new regulatory procedures 
to stomp out corruption in Sene-
galese corporations, invited the 
World Bank to help oversee the 
privatization of his nation's com-
munications industry, and cre~ted 
a government agency to help at-
tract foreign investment. Wade, a 
free-market liberal who has proven 
a stalwart U.S. ally in the war against 
terrorism, also has created about 
8,300 permanent jobs through a 
progressive youth training program. 
The news Wade is making is 
hardly the type Americans are ac-
customed to hear from Africa, a 
continent typically associated with 
war, famine, disease, poverty, and 
corruption. But Senegal is not the 
only democratic African nation 
determined to integrate itself into 
the global economy and body 
politic. In fact, a report published 
this month by BU's African Presi-
dential Archives and Research 
Center (APARC) highlights the 
recent progress of several African 
states in their pursuit of demo-
cratic and free-market reforms. 
APARC's first annual African 
Leaders State of Africa Report is a 
collection of documents authored 
by 13 democratically elected 
African leaders, each providing 
an overview of their recent reform 
initiatives and successes, as well as 
descriptions of the pressing social, 
political, and economic challenges 
their country faces. The report 
details, for instance, the growth 
of the financial services sector in 
Mauritius, the recent surge of im-
ports to Zambia, and the reduction 
of South Africa's federal deficit 
from about 9 percent of its gross 
domestic product in 1994 to 1.7 
percent last year. 
The purpose of the report, says 
APARC Director Charles Stith, 
who served as U.S. ambassador to 
Tanzania from 1998 to 2001, is to 
inform U.S. policy makers, schol-
ars, and students about important 
developments in Africa, and in 
particular, to demonstrate to the 
United States its opportunity to 
bolster national security by build-
ing partnerships with such progres-
sive African nations. Other countries 
represented in the State of Africa 
Report are Benin, Botswana, Cape 
Verde, Ghana, Malawi, Mali, Mo-
continued on page 8 
Charles Stith, director of BU's African Presidential Archives and Research 
Center and farmer U.S. ambassador to Tanzania (right}, and farmer Zambian 
president Kenneth Kaunda, who is at BU this year as APARC's first Balfour 
President-in-Residence, say the United States will bolster its national serority 
by building relationships with African nations. Photo by Kalman Zabarsky 
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za~bique, Nigeria, and Tanzania. 
"Against the backdrop of a 
heightened security alert in this 
nation, the United States has a 
timely opportunity to ensure that 
these 13 countries remain our allies," 
says Stith. "There is a connection 
between poverty alleviation and 
eradicating potential safe havens 
for terrorists." Fruitful U.S. part-
nerships with Afi-ican nations, he 
says, should "enhance their eco-
nomic security, offer trade oppor-
tunities, and increase cultural and 
intellectual exchange. 
"Africa is more than the sum of 
its problems, although that is what 
tends to transfix U.S. media cover-
age of the continent," he contin-
ues. "This report gives Americans 
insight and perspective from lead-
ers of these African democracies 
about a part of our world with 
which ·.ve must mg-age - particu-
larly since the September 11 attack 
on America. Their voices reflect a 
sense of responsibility for the fu-
ture of the African continent and 
deserve to be heard and respected 
by Americans, who will benefit 
from listening and understanding 
th'c!m. Encouraging and amplifying 
this transatlantic enlightenment 
is the fundamental mission of 
APARC." 
The African Leaders State of 
Africa Report is being distributed 
to key members of Congress, the 
White House, and the European 
Union, as well as to media outlets 
around the world and dozens of 
African leaders. Stith says that as 
more African nations embrace dem-
ocratic and free-market reforms he 
anticipates that future issues of the 
report will include contributions 
from other countries as well as the 
13 in the 2003 report. The report 
will serve as a benchmark, he says, 
for measuring the progress African 
nations make toward joining the 
global marketplace. · 
Publication of the report was 
supported by a S75,000 grant from 
the Coca-Cola Africa Foundation, 
with additional support from the 
Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, an 
endowment administered by Fleet-
Boston. Last year, the Balfour 
Foundation presented APARC 
with a $1 million grant to launch a 
residency program that brings to 
BU former African presidents who 
are committed to democracy and 
who left office peacefully. 
Stith says that former Zambian 
president Kenneth Kaunda, who is 
BU's first Balfour African President-
in-Residence, was instrumental in 
securing the participation of several 
African leaders in the new APARC 
report. 
"Understanding Africa's com-
plexities and potential can only be 
good for African relations with 
America, and this report will facil-
itate the conversation. that must take 
place between Africa's leaders and 
America's leaders," says Kaunda, 
who in 1991 stepped down as 
Zambia's first president after allow-
ing a multiparty election, which he 
lost to Frederick Chiluba. "Having 
achieved the dream of a free Africa, 
our challenge now is to create a uni-
versally prosperous Africa. These 
African leaders share a commit-
ment to creating conditions on the 
continent where all our people can 
fulfill their God-given potential." 
APARC was created in 2001 as 
a center for research and dialogue 
on contemporary political and eco-
nomic trends in Africa. It will be a 
repository for the papers of demo-
cratically elected African leaders and 
other influential figures in modern 
African history. In April.APARC 
will bring several former African 
leaders to Boston University for a 
roundtable discussion about pro-
moting foreign investment on the 
continent. 
For more information about APARC 
and the State of Africa Report, visit 
www.bu.edu/aparc. 
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Experts: Africa 'open for business' 
By DAVID D. HASKELL 
BOSTON, April 23 (UPI) -- African nations struggling to share in the global economy 
_are keeping a watchful eye on the war in Iraq and its aftermath, experts said Wednesday. 
"It is too early to say" what impact the war will have on efforts by African nations to 
improve their economies, "but it's not conceivable that it will not affect us," said 
Ketumile J. Masire, who served as president of Botswana from 1980-1998. 
Masire was one of six foriner heads of state of African nations who on Wednesday 
concluded a two-day summit at Boston University. 
The summit was called to explore how to attract business and increase capital flows to 
Africa, and to consider the potentially devastating impact the Iraq war could have on 
those efforts. 
The war has strained critical resources that could be used to improve conditions for 
people in third world countries, said Kenneth D. Kaunda, the first president of Zambia 
and now the African President-in-Residence at Boston University. 
"Africa has been excluded for too long in terms of having access to its fair place in the 
global economy," Kaunda said in his opening remarks at a news conference. 
But Africa, he added, "has never been more primed" to take its place in the global 
economy. 
"Our purpose today is to say it is time to take the albatross of neglect from around 
Africa's neck and replace it with a sign that says 'Africa is open for business,'" he said, 
speaking as the senior member of the group. 
The present global crisis, he said, "gives an urgency to our concerns about Africa's needs" 
at a time when superpower resources are being stretched. 
"We understand the need to rebuild Afghanistan," he said. "We understand the need to 
rebuild Iraq. We understand the need for the United States to focus on the terrorism that 
rocked this country on 9/11. But, having said that, let us add that the need to deal with 
terrorism should not become another reason for Africa's neglect." 
He said a new era is emerging in Africa, and Democratic rule and economic liberalization 
are taking root in a number of African countries. 
. . 
He said there is optimism that "the winds of democratic and economic reform ... will 
continue to blow across the continent." 
Kaunda said America's leadership to encourage greater international investments is 
"absolutely essential to creating the global consensus to treat Africa fairly" and to "halt 
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the marginalization of Africa in the globalization process." 
He noted the waste of hundreds of millions of dollars the United States spends to fight ·the 
growing of marijuana and other drugs around the world, money he said would be more 
useful elsewhere. 
"That money should be spent on the peasant, the peasant in Latin America, the peasant in 
Africa, the peasant in the Muslim countries," to help make them self-sufficient. 
Jerry Rawlings, fonner president of Ghana, agreed. 
"One of the most convenient and efficient avenues out of the lack of employment is to • 
provide land for our people to be able to fann and be able to take care of themselves," 
Rawlings said. 
He also said resources should be reallocated into de-mining those areas so that people 
could fann. "When people are employed," said Masi re, "you keep them out of mischief." 
The summit was sponsored by BU's African Presidential Archives and Research Center, 
which released its first annual "African Leaders State of Africa Report," representing 
input from the presidents of Benin, Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Malawi, Mali, 
Mauritius, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia. 
Also attending the summit were Nicephore D. Soglo, fonner president of Benin, Ali 
Hassan Mwinyi, fonner president of Tanzania, and Dr. Navinchandra Ramgoolam, 
fonner prime minister of Mauritius. 
Charles Stith, director of the center and fonner U.S. ambassador to Tanzania, said the 
report reinforced the fact that America has African allies in the fight against terrorism and 
the potential to mitigate opportunities for terrorists to flourish in Africa. 
"There is a connection between poverty alleviation," Stith said, "and eradicating potential 
safe havens for terrorists." · 
(For more information, see Web site bu.edu/aparc/news/summit.htm) . 
Copyright 2003 by United Press International. 
All rights reserved. 
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Former African heads of state urge greater support for economic reform 
By Theo Emery, Associated Press, 4/23/200317:57 
BOSTON (AP) Six former African heads of state said Wednesday that democratic and 
economic reform is taldng root in their homelands, and urged Western countries to 
·nurture the seeds of development. 
The former leaders participated in a summit at Boston University on building their 
continent's infrastructure. 
"Our purpose today is to say it is time to take the albatross of neglect from around 
Africa's neck and repla~e it with a sign that says 'Africa is open for business,"' said 
Kenneth Kaunda, former president of Zambia. 
Kaunda, who is now the President-in-residence at BU's African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center, was joined by Nicephore D. Soglo, former president of Benin; Jerry 
Rawlings, former president of Ghana; Ketumile Masire, former President of Botswana; 
Navinchandra Rarngoolam, former prime minister of Mauritius; and Ali Hassan Mwinyi, 
former president of Tanzania. 
A press conference with the six former statesmen was one of only two public events 
during the two-day summit, at which the former leaders discussed development and 
democracy with U.S. government officials and business leaders. 
Charles Stith, former ambassador to Tanzania, called the meeting "a historic gathering. 
"Never has such an ambitious effort been attempted," he said. 
Masire acknowledge that strife and violence, such as that in the Congo, Zimbabwe and 
other parts of the continent, discourage foreign investment. But public strife doesn't mean 
that peacemaking isn't taking place informally, or behind closed doors, he said. 
"These problems sometimes are dealt with not necessarily from the rooftops, but trying 
diplomatic approaches," he said. 
Rawlings acknowledged that many problems lie within the continent, and that some 
African countries have historically been swift to use force to deal with internal turmoil. 
. Rawlings, who himself seized power twice in military coups, said he sought political 
solutions during his 20 years at the helm of Ghana. 
"A little too often some of us are too quick to use the military and the police, to hammer 
the people into a state of subjugation, which is not very healthy," he said. 
Kaunda emphasized that current conflicts around the globe aimed at rooting out terrorism 
whether in Afghanistan, Iraq or Africa must not deter economic powerhouses like the 
United States and Europe from aiding Africa. · 
I 
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"It is important to point out that there is a connection between America's ·and other 
countries' national security and the economic security of developing nations around the 
world," Kaunda said. 
Rawlings said that many of the positive developments in Africa are overlooked in the 
United States, eliciting laughter from the other former statesmen when he pointed out the 
athletic prowess of Kenyans that dominated the 107th Boston Marathon on Monday . 
. -; . . . 
"There are to many good things happening in our continent that are not hitting the 
headlines in your country," he said. 
Seni Adio, of Boston, s_a.id he came to the press conference to hear from the former 
leaders of countries near his native Nigeria. He said after listening to them that he felt 
they were sincere about reform, development and international cooperation. 
"I think that many of them also realize that the world is paying attention to what they are 
doing, and are really genuinely trying to do the best that they can, and they're really 
looking for the U.S. to step up and come in and help them develop as a partner," he said. 
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A panel of former African leaders 
appealed yesterday to the U.S. gov-
errunent and American businesses 
to expand investment in the sprawl- · 
ing continent, saying this is a crucial 
time for economic growth there. 
"Africa has never been more 
primed to take its place in the global 
economy,'' said Kenneth Kaunda, 
the Balfour African president-i.nr 
residence at Boston University and .,: 
a former president of Zambia. "It is 
time to take the albatross of neglect 
from around Africa's neck and re- · 
place it with a sign thatsays Africa 
is open for business." · · · . . . 
The former leaders said they are ~ 
concerned Africa could fade · in im:. • 
portance for the United States in; 
the wake of conflicts and rebuilding ·. 
efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq; ·· ;_ ,; 
''We understand the need tc) ~, . 
. build Afghanistan," Kaunda said. · 
''We understand the need to rebuild 
Iraq. . . . But, having said that; the 
need to deiil with terrorism should 
not become another reason for Afri- · 
ca's neglect." . . . . . ;:_.. . . : . "'. < . STAFF PHOTO BY Mll<E ADASKAVEG 
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sity, came on the heels of a two-day . · 
summit organized by the universi- . . . . . . . .. . 
ty's African Presidential Archives · said the United States should offer 
and Research Center on develop- tax incentives for businesses to in-
ment issues facing Africa. vest in African countries. Ramgoo-
Navinchandra Ranlgoolam, for- . lam also said the government 
mer prime minister of Mauritius, should remove trade barriers to 
h~lp more .African~pi'oduced goods . Dier president of Ghana. 
reach American markets. "There are too. many good things 
And a change in portrayals of happening on our continent that are 
Africa in American media could not making the headlines in your 
also help, said Jerry Rawlings, for- country," Rawlings said. 
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Afri& ready for trade, former leaders say 
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global economy," he said. · to the results of Monday's 
Six former African heads of Boston Marathon as an exam.-
state, including .Kannda, gath- ple of what Africans can do if 
ered at the School of Manage~ given a level playing field. 
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Leaders from Africa 
-J mean business· at BU 
By Shari Rudavsky nized, their call for aid comes at an 
GLOBECORRESPONDENT . inopportune tim~. as the country 
As the United States pays in-... · : \vresties with the financial conse-
creasing attention to the Middle: :~,. quences of war in Iraq and its 
East, it cannot turn its back on Af- aftermath. While it's too early to 
rica, exhorted six former heads of ' tell how much of an impact the . 
state from that continent as they war will have on Americans; abili~ · 
concluded a two-day roundtable ty to provide help elsewhe.re; ' 
last week at Boston University. there's no doubt Africa will feel at . 
The inaugural session of talks least some fallout, said Ketumile 
afforded the leaders a chance to Masire, president of Botswana 
share ideas about how to draw from 1980 to 1998. 
more business to Africa and con- "We know that resources are 
vey to US government and busi- not elastic," he said. "They are de-
ness leaders the continent's desire fined." · 
to secure its spot in the global Nevertheless, ignoring Africa's 
economy. need could inadvertently foster 
"Our purpose today is to say it's terrorism, some warned. For ex-
. time to take the albatross of ne- ample, Islamic activists are sus-
glect from around Africa's neck pected of attacks against Western-
and replace it with a sign that says ers in Kenya, Tanzania, and 
Africa is open for business,'' said elsewhere~ 
Kenneth Kaunda, Zambia presi- "[It] is important to point out 
dent from 1964 to 1991, repeating that there is a connection between 
the last five words for emphasis. America's and other countries' na-
Hosted by BU's African Presi- tional security and the economic 
dential Archives and Res.~arch security of developing nations 
Center, the summit is designed to around the world,'' said Kaunda, 
be an annual event to help move BU's Balfour Africa president-in-
Africa into the 21st century. residence. 
But, as the dignitaries recog- Providing Africans with land 
Former African heads of state (from left) Kenneth Kaunda, Nicephore Soglo, Jerry Rawlings;. Ali 
Hassan Mwinyi, Dr. NavinchandraRamgoolam, and Q. Ketumile Masire at BU on Wednesd~. 
they can farm would help address 
tt,.e lack of employment opportu-
nities on the continent, suggested 
Jerry Rawlings, former president 
of Ghana. 
"One of the most convenient 
avenues out is to provide land for 
our people, but those lands are in-
accessible because they have been 
mined," he said. "If some of those 
resources could be reallocated 
into demining those areas, that 
would be providing our people 
w~th an opportunity to farm." 
The US government could take 
even more immediate steps to 
spur the African economy, the oth-
ers agreed. For example, tax incen-
tives could persuade private cap-
ital to invest in the region and 
removing trade barriers would 
help as well, said Navinchandra 
Ramgoola.n, a former prime min-
ister of Mauritius and currently 
the leader of its Labour Party. 
"We need freer trade so our 
products are given access to the 
American market," he said. 
In closed-door sessions, tlf.e six 
African leaders met with USAID 
administrator Andrew NatSios; 
Walter Kansteiner, assistant secre-
tary of state for African aff.!lirs; 
and James Harmon, who is chair-
man of the Corporate Council-
/World Bank's commission on fi-
_nancial capital flows to Africa. 
Next year the group will recon-
vene at BU, perhaps with some ad-
ditional invitees from other c~mn­
tries that have demonstrated a 
commitment to reform. 
THE BAY STATE 
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Ketumile Masire (I), fonner president of Botswana, addresses Fonner heads of state (I to r) Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, 
members of the media during a summit at Boston University last Navichandra Ramgoolam of Mauritius, Ali Hassan Mwinyi of 
week .between U.S. officials and fonner African heads of state. . Tanzania, and Jerry Rawlings of Ghana join Masire on the panel. 
Former · Atrican rulers .. 
pitch economic reform 
Jeremy Schwab 
With the U.S. government 
spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars on its war on terrorism, 
some former African heads of state 
worry that the United States may re-
duce its involvement in Africa. 
To encourage the Bush adminis- . 
tration not to neglect African na-
tions' need for economic develop-
ment and political reform, six for-
mer African rulers met with federal 
officials last week for a. two-day 
summit at Boston University. · 
The heads of state argued that 
Africa needs more:foreign invest-
ment. They met with director of the 
U.S. Agency for International Deve~ · 
opment Andrew Natsios and assis" 
tant secretary of State for African 
affairs Walter Kan steiner to discuss 
the prospects for economic growth 
and democratization on the conti-
nent. 
Navinchandra Ramgoolam, for-
mer prime minister of Mauritius, 
suggested that the U.S. govern- · 
ment could provide tax incentives · 
for entrepreneurs to invest in Africa. 
"We have to make reasonable · 
demands of Congress," he said dur- •. 
ing a summit press conference.< 
continued to page 8 · 
You don't have to remove them, but 
.. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . can bring them round to exercising 
rorism arising in Africa is exagger~ . . . ;'They are looking for angles to more democratic rul~." . 
. ated. · say the U.S. ought to provide more Because many Afncan countries 
continued from-page ·1----,. terrorism. . . . . ·- --- -~ "The U.S. State Department In aid to Africa, and the only thing the !ook to the United States as a politi· 
"Somebody calculated that [tax in· "There is a' connection between my view has nof iTiuch clue about U.S. administration is paying atten· !-· --·- ·- - · ··- - - .. ·- · - ··- · --·· 
centivesJ would bring in more America's national security anq the what is going on in Africa," he said. tio.n to is anti-terror policies," he j emphasized that the United States 
money than what aid has been economic security of developing na- "They sit in embassies and tend to said. · · must assist them in promoting in-
given." . · tions around the world," he said. · be isolated from things. A lot of their During the press conference, in ! vestment and democratization· in 
Ramgoolam was joined at the · Officials in the State Department information is really erroneous and which the U.S. officials were not in- Africa. 
press conference by former heads reportedly worry that a radical, ant~ misleading." eluded, Rawlings used the touch- The African Growth and Opportu-
of state Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, American brand of Islam could be- McCann, who sat in on one of stone of terrorism to shed light on nities Act, designed to open trade 
Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, Ketumile come popular with some in Sudan the private sessions between the the situations of many African peo- relationships with African countries, 
Masire of Botswana, Ali Hassan and other African countries includ- former heads of state and U.S. offi- pies. is the chief U.S. initiative for devel-
Mwinyi of Tanzania and Nicephore ing Kenya and Tanzania, where Is- cials, said that the former African "Saddam Hussein was accused opment in Africa. 
Soglo of Benin. lamic radicals bombed U.S. em- leaders emphasized the threat of of terrorizing his own people," said The United States also has bilat-
Kaunda emphasized that helping bassies. terrorism because that is all that the • Rawlings. "Some of our regimes eral trade agreements with coun-
poor countries become more pros- According to Jim Mccann, direc- Bush administration is paying atten- also create terror among their peo- tries such as Kenya, Burkina Faso, 
:>erous makes those countries less tor of B.U.'s African Studies Center, tion to in its foreign policy. pie. I'm hoping America or some of and Tanzania. 
ikely to become fertile grounds for the State Department's fear ofter- Earlier this year, President 
-
George W. Bush has allocated $10 
billion to fight AIDS and HIV over the 
--------------··---~--~--'-------
•r continued from page 8 drive away investors. 
'. · next five years, much of it to go 'o · · --"Some of these packages have 
·•::Africa. ·· ·· · ' · very limtted time spans which serve 
1 
- · · But Jerry Rawlings, former pres· as a disincentive to some of those 
.. ident of Ghana, pointed out that who wantto contribute," he said. 
-·  some of the U.S. government's eco- Compared to most regions of 
-nomic development initiatives in the world, Africa.enjoys very little 
·- Africa are renewed every year on foreign investment. While Africa's 
condition that human rights goals · 53 countries contain close to 800 
, -are met. Rawlings complained that million people, just four percent of 
the uncertainty of the programs' global capital is invested in Africa, 
long-term implementation tends to said Kaunda. · 
- ..u!l::l° ... ,,\ ... ',, .... ~,~.")>...,,.,.,\: ... ~.:>;,,.;..-.::~ .. Y,>;>•~0 >,ly.,~ •• ·~~·~- ... --·--<tl,_,o_l\tl ___ , ___ •• -•- ·-···-•••••• ·-- •- ·• ·• ··---·· •• •-•-'' 
Much of the continent's econ- -country which has successfully built -
omy is agricultural. Soglo sug- · an industry to convert ~ raw mate-
gested that agricultural countries rials into finished products. 
could beneftt from investment in or· Uganda's textile industry processes 
der to build -industries which can the country's cotton, exporting fin· 
convert their raw materials into fin- ished goods to the West. 
ished products, said Soglo. Natsios reportedly detailed 
"We produce cashew nuts in some U.S. proposals to promote in-
Benin,• he said. "It goes to India. vestment in agriculture during the · 
Some businessmen could come in closed-door discussions. 
and help farmers process their own "He was talking about new pro-
goods." grams of investment in agriculture: 
Soglo pointed to Uganda as a training plant breeders in the United 
States to go back to Africa," said 
McCann. · 
Although Africa stands on the pe-
riphery of the global economy, 
African economies have been hurt 
by the current global recession and 
the fallout of 9/11. 
Become serene and 1oleran1. 
Avoid superficiality and decci~ Never spook highly 
of youndf- dm is your downfall, 0 soul. 
- Sw.uni Muk1:1nanda 
:6~;.: .. 
.A PLANNING FoR A BEITER AFRICA: Former African heads of state (from 1) 
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, Nicephore Sogolo of Benin, Jerry Rawlings of Ghana 
(rear), Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, Dr. Navichandra Ramgoolam ofMauritius 
and Ketumile Masire of Botswana, in a recent discussion about how to get their 
nations to share in the global economy, give a thumbs-up to the media before they 
held a joint news conference at Boston University (BU). The former leaders met 
for the first annual "African Leaders State of Africa Report," sponsored by BU's 
African Presidential Archives and Research Center. The two-day summit explored 
how to attract business and increase capital flows to Africa. 
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